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Abstract

Homochiral [M((R)-LR)2]2+ and heterochiral [M((R)-LR)((S)-LR)]2+ isomers of [Zn(LPh)2][BF4]2,

[Zn(LiPr)2][BF4]2, [Co(LPh)2][BF4]2, and [Co(LiPr)2][BF4]2 (LPh = 2,6-bis(4-

phenyloxazolinyl)pyridine; LiPr = 2,6-bis(4-isopropyloxazolinyl)pyridine) have been prepared

and characterised. Six of the eight compounds were crystallographically characterised,

showing that steric repulsions between ligand substituents lead to more distorted

coordination geometries in the homochiral isomers, especially in the LiPr complexes.

Heterochiral [M((R)-LiPr)((S)-LiPr)]2+ (M = Zn or Co) undergoes partial racemisation in CD3CN

through ligand redistribution reactions, whereas [M((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)]2+ does not (in

agreement with previous reports). This may be a consequence of intramolecular ...-
interactions in [M((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)]2+, whereby each pyridyl group is sandwiched between

two phenyl substituents from the other LPh ligand. These ...-interactions are disrupted in
homochiral [M((R)-LR)2]2+, owing to the aforementioned steric clash between phenyl

substituents in that isomer.

Dedicated to Spyros Perlepes on the occasion of his 65th birthday.
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1. Introduction

2,6-Bis(oxazolinyl)pyridine (PyBox) derivatives (Scheme 1) are readily available in optically

pure form [1], and are well established as tridentate supporting ligands in asymmetric

catalysis [2]. More recently, their chirality has also been exploited in other aspects of

coordination chemistry including molecular magnetism [3], supramolecular chemistry [4]

and spin-crossover complexes [5, 6]. During our continued studies of spin-crossover

compounds based on tridentate diazolylpyridine derivatives [7], we recently demonstrated

an unambiguous influence of chirality on molecular spin state, through solution

measurements on diastereomers of [Fe(LPh)2][ClO4]2 (Scheme 1) [8]. That is, homochiral (rac)

[Fe((R)-LPh)2][ClO4]2 undergoes spin-crossover at 34 K lower temperature than heterochiral

(meso) [Fe((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)][ClO4]2 in CD3CN solution [6]. We attributed this to a more

twisted coordination geometry adopted by the homochiral isomer, caused by an inter-ligand

steric clash between phenyl substituents, which stabilises the more plastic high-spin form of

that isomer to a small degree.

<Insert Scheme 1 here>

That study was possible, because heterochiral [Fe((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)][ClO4]2 is stable in

solution, and does not undergo detectable racemisation through ligand redistribution [9].

The same is true for salts of the analogous complexes [M((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)]2+ (M = Co [10, 11],

Zn [12], Cu [13] or another metal ion [9]). However, in contrast, heterochiral [Fe((R)-LiPr)((S)-

LiPr)][ClO4]2 [6], and [Co((R)-LR)((S)-LR)]2+ (R = Me or Bn) [10], do undergo partial racemisation

under the same conditions. Hence, the solution stability of heterochiral [M(PyBox)2]2+

derivatives appears to depend on the PyBox �R� substituents (Scheme 1). To probe this

further, we report here a comparison of homochiral and heterochiral [Co(LPh)2]2+ [10, 11]

and [Zn(LPh)2]2+ [12] with the (previously unreported) diastereomers of [Co(LiPr)2]2+ and

[Zn(LiPr)2]2+.

2. Experimental

Instrumentation

1H NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker DPX300 or Avance 500 FT spectrometer,

operating at 300.2 and 500.1 MHz respectively. Mass spectrometry was performed using a

Bruker Daltonics (micro T.O.F) instrument operating in the positive ion electrospray mode.

All spectra were recorded using acetonitrile as eluent and sodium formate solution to

calibrate the system. Solid state magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed

using a Quantum Design SQUID/VSM magnetometer in an applied field of 5000 G and a

temperature ramp of 5 KminЪヱ. Diamagnetic corrections for the samples were estimated

from Pascal�s constants [14]; a previously measured diamagnetic correction for the sample

holder was also applied to the data. Evans method magnetic susceptibility measurements in

solution were performed on a Bruker Avance 500 FT NMR spectrometer operating at 500.1

MHz, using tetramethylsilane as a reference [15]. A diamagnetic correction for the sample
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[14] and a correction for the variation of the density of the CD3CN solvent with temperature

[16] were applied to these data.

Materials and methods

2,6-Bis(4-(R)-phenyloxazolinyl)pyridine ((R)-LPh), 2,6-bis(4-(S)-phenyloxazolinyl)pyridine ((S)-

LPh), 2,6-bis(4-(R)-isopropyloxazolinyl)pyridine ((R)-LiPr), 2,6-bis(4-(S)-

isopropyloxazolinyl)pyridine ((S)-LiPr) and all metal salts and solvents were purchased

commercially and used as supplied.

Synthesis of [Zn((R)-LPh)2][BF4]2 ((R)-1)

Zinc(II) tetrafluoroborate hydrate (16 mg, 0.068 mmol) was added to a solution of (R)-LPh

(50 mg, 0.135 mmol) in acetonitrile (15 cm3). The resultant colourless solution was stirred at

room temperature for one hour, before the product was precipitated using excess diethyl

ether. The white precipitate was collected using vacuum filtration. Single crystals suitable

for X-ray diffraction analysis were grown by vapour diffusion of diethyl ether into a

concentrated solution of the product in acetonitrile. Yield: 0.056 g, 84%. Elemental

microanalysis: found C 56.7, H 3.38, N 8.99 %: calcd for C46H38B2F8N6O4Zn C 56.5, H 3.92, N

8.59 %. 1H NMR (CD3CN): ~ 4.75 (dd, 4H, 10.8, 8,9 Hz, CH), 5.23 (dd, 4H, 10.4, 8.9 Hz, ox-H),

5.15 (t, 4H, 10.6 Hz, ox-H), 6.76 (d, 8H, 7.2 Hz, Ph H2/6), 7.09 (t, 8H, 7.2 Hz, Ph H3/5), 7.22 (m,

4H, Ph H4), 8.04 (d, 4H, 7.9 Hz, Py H3/5), 8.47 (t, 2H, 7.9 Hz, Py H4).

Synthesis of [Zn((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)][BF4]2 ((RS)-1)

Method as for (R)-1, but using a mixture of (R)-LPh (25 mg, 0.068 mmol), and (S)-LPh (25 mg,

0.068 mmol). The product was crystallised by vapour diffusion from acetonitrile/diethyl

ether Yield: 0.06 g, 90 %. Elemental microanalysis: found C 56.5, H 3.79, N 8.54 %: calcd for

C46H38B2F8N6O4Zn C 56.5, H 3.92, N 8.59 %. 1H NMR (CD3CN): ~ 4.69 (dd, 4H, 10.4, 9.0 Hz,

CH), 4.79 (t, 4H, 9.2 Hz, ox-H), 4.99 (dd, 4H, 10.4, 9.5 Hz, ox-H), 6.93 (d, 8H, 8.2 Hz, Ph H2/6),

7.16 (t, 8H, 7.2 Hz, Ph H3/5), 7.23-7.27 (m, 4H, Ph H4), 7.99 (d, 4H, 7.9 Hz, Py H3/5), 8.46 (t, 2H,

7.9 Hz, Py H4).

Synthesis of [Zn((R)-LiPr)2][BF4]2 ((R)-2)

(R)-LiPr (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (15 cm3). Zinc(II) tetrafluoroborate

hydrate (20 mg, 0.083 mmol) was then added and the solution stirred at room temperature

for one hour. A large excess of diethyl ether was added and the resultant precipitate was

isolated by vacuum filtration leaving a white powder. Single crystals suitable for X-ray

diffraction analysis were grown by vapour diffusion of diethyl ether into a concentrated

solution of the product in acetonitrile. Yield: 0.054 g, 78%. Elemental microanalysis: found C

48.4, H 5.39, N 10.0 %: calcd for C34H46B2F8N6O4Zn C 48.5, H 5.51, N 9.98 %. 1H NMR
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(CD3CN): ~ 0.52 (d, 12H, 6.7 Hz, iPr CH3), 0.64 (d, 12H, 6.7 Hz, iPr CH3), 1.40 (dq, 4H, 13.4, 6.7

Hz, iPr CH), 3.89 (ddd, 4H, 10.0, 8.7, 6.6 Hz, ox-H), 4.67 (t, 4H, 8.9 Hz, ox-H), 4.97 (t, 4H, 9.7

Hz, ox-H), 8.41 (d, 4H, 7.9 Hz, Py H3/5), 8.66 (t, 2H, 7.9 Hz, Py H4).

Synthesis of [Zn((R)-LiPr)((S)-LPh)][BF4]2 ((RS)-2)

Method as for (R)-2, but using a mixture of (R)-LiPr (25 mg, 0.083 mmol) and (S)-LiPr (25 mg,

0.083 mmol). The product was crystallised using an acetonitrile/diethyl ether vapour

diffusion method. Yield: 0.06 g, 86 %. Elemental microanalysis: found C 48.4, H 5.43, N 10.0

%: calcd for C34H46B2F8N6O4Zn C 48.5, H 5.51, N 9.98 %. 1H NMR (CD3CN): ~ 0.68 (d, 12H, 3.2

Hz, iPr CH3), 0.69 (d, 12H, 3.2 Hz, iPr CH3), 1.30 (qd, 4H, 10.7, 6.8 Hz, iPr CH), 4.14 (ddd, 4H,

7.8, 3.8 Hz, ox-H), 4.82-4.70 (m, 8H, ox-H), 8.38 (d, 4H, 7.9 Hz, Py H3/5), 8.64 (t, 2H, 7.9 Hz, Py

H4).

Synthesis of [Co((R)-LPh)2][BF4]2 ((R)-3)

Cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hydrate (25 mg, 0.0675 mmol) was added to a solution of (R)-LPh

(50 mg, 0.135 mmol) in acetonitrile (15 cm3). The resultant orange solution was stirred at

room temperature for one hour. The product was precipitated using an excess of diethyl

ether and the precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration, leaving an orange powder. A

vapour diffusion of diethyl ether into a concentrated solution of the complex in acetonitrile

gave orange crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. Yield: 0.056 g, 84%. Elemental

microanalysis: found C 56.6, H 3.81, N 8.53 %: calcd for C46H38B2CoF8N6O4 C 56.9, H 3.94, N

8.65 %. 1H NMR (CD3CN): ~ 2.7 (8H, Ph H2/6), 3.0 (4H, Ph H4), 7.7 (8H, Ph H3/5), 20.0 and 36.8

(both 4H, Ox H5), 40.5 (4H, Py H3/5), 84.7 (4H, Ox H4). No peak from the Py H4 proton

environment was observed, which may be obscured by the CHD2CN solvent peak.

Synthesis of [Co((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)][BF4]2 ((RS)-3)

Method as for (RS)-1, but using cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hydrate (25 mg, 0.0675 mmol).

Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were grown by vapour diffusion of

diethyl ether into a concentrated solution of the product in acetonitrile. Yield: 0.06 g, 90 %.

Elemental microanalysis: found C 56.7, H 4.03, N 8.79 %: calcd for C46H38B2CoF8N6O4 C 56.9,

H 3.94, N 8.65 %. 1H NMR: (CD3CN): ~ 1.2 (2H, Py H4), 7.3 (4H, Ph H4), 8.0 (8H, Ph H3/5), 16.2

(8H, Py H2/6), 26.9 and 28.3 (both 4H, Ox H5), 37.9 (4H, Py H3/5), 72.4 (4H, Ox H4).

Synthesis of [Co((R)-LiPr)2][BF4]2 ((R)-4)

Method as for (RS)-2, using cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hydrate (20 mg, 0.0825 mmol)..

Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were grown by vapour diffusion of

diethyl ether into a concentrated solution of the orange complex in acetonitrile. Yield: 0.054

g, 78%. Elemental microanalysis: found C 49.0, H 5.40, N 10.1 %: calcd for C34H46B2CoF8N6O4
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C 48.9, H 5.55, N 10.1 %. 1H NMR (CD3CN): ~ 函ヱΑくン ;ﾐS 函ヴくΓ ふHﾗデｴ ヱヲHが iPr CH3), 9.0 (2H, Py

H4), 15.9 (4H, iPr CH), 26.2 and 26.8 (both 4H, Ox H5), 54.6 (4H, Py H3/5), 74.2 (4H, Ox H4).

Synthesis of [Co((R)-LiPr)((S)-LiPr)][BF4]2 ((RS)-4)

Method as for (RS)-2, but using cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hydrate (20 mg, 0.0825 mmol).

The product was crystallised using by vapour diffusion from acetonitrile/diethyl ether

vapour diffusion. Yield: 0.06 g, 86 %. Elemental microanalysis: found C 48.7, H 5.65, N 9.98

%: calcd for C34H46B2CoF8N6O4 C 48.9, H 5.55, N 10.1 %. 1H NMR (CD3CN): ~ 3.8 and 9.9 (both

12H, iPr CH3), 10.0 (2H, 2H, Py H4), 17.8 (4H, iPr CH), 21.7 and 30.4 (both 4H, Ox H5), 45.2

(4H, Py H3/5), 63.8 (4H, Ox H4).

Single crystal X-ray structure determinations

All the single crystals in this work were grown by slow diffusion of diethyl ether vapour into

acetonitrile solutions of the compounds. The diffraction data for (RS)-4·MeCNwere

recorded at station I19 of the Diamond synchrotron (゜ = 0.6998 Å). All the other

crystallographic data were measured with an Agilent Supernova dual-source diffractometer,

using monochromated Cu-Kü (゜ = 1.5418 Å). The diffractometer was fitted with an Oxford

Cryostream low-temperature device. The structures were all solved by direct methods

(SHELXS97 [17]), and developed by full least-squares refinement on F2 (SHELXL97 [17]).

Crystallographic figures were prepared using OLEXII [18]. Experimental details from these

structure determinations are summarised in Table 1.

<Insert Table 1 here>

All non-H atoms in the structures were modelled anisotropically during the final least-

squares refinement cycles, and H atoms were placed in calculated positions and refined

using a riding model. Disordered BF4 anions were modelled using refined BF distance
restraints, while disordered phenyl and isopropyl groups and solvent molecules were

modelled using fixed bond distance restraints.

The asymmetric unit of (RS)-1·2.5MeCN contains four complex cations, eight BF4

counterions and ten acetonitrile molecules. The structure was refined using the non-

merohedral twin law (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) with a domain ratio of 0.25(3). Disorder in

two phenyl rings and two BF4 ions was modelled as above. There are four residual Fourier

peaks of 1.8-3.0 eÅ函ン in this refinement, each 0.8-1.0 Å from a zinc atom.

The asymmetric unit of (R)-2·0.5MeCN contains two complex cations, four tetrafluoroborate

counterions and one acetonitrile molecule. No disorder is present in this refinement. All the

other crystals contain one formula unit in their asymmetric unit. The structure containing

the most disorder is (RS)-4·MeCN whose solvent is disordered within a cavity spanning the

crystallographic inversion centre. Disorder in one iso-propyl group and one BF4 anion was

also included in that model. Two disordered phenyl rings in (RS)-1·3MeCN were also treated
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with restraints as described above. No disorder was included in the other structure

refinements.

3. Results and discussion

Treatment of hydrated Zn[BF4]2 with 2 equiv of (R)-LR (R = Ph or iPr; Scheme 1), or 1 equiv

each of (R)-LR and (S)-LR, in MeCN yielded the following colourless complexes after the usual

work-up: [Zn((R)-LPh)2][BF4]2 ((R)-1), [Zn((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)][BF4]2 ((RS)-1), [Zn((R)-LiPr)2][BF4]2
((R)-2) and [Zn((R)-LiPr)((S)-LiPr)][BF4]2 ((RS)-2). Analogous complexations using hydrated

Co[BF4]2 gave the cobalt(II) analogues as orange polycrystalline solids: [Co((R)-LPh)2][BF4]2
((R)-3); [Co((R)-LPh)((S)-LPh)][BF4]2 ((RS)-3), [Co((R)-LiPr)2][BF4]2 ((R)-4) and [Co((R)-LiPr)((S)-

LiPr)][BF4]2 ((RS)-4). While many of these compounds contained lattice solvent in their

crystalline forms, microanalysis showed that all the complexes were obtained in their

solvent-free forms after drying in vacuo. All four cobalt complexes are high-spin between 3-

300 K in the solid state from magnetic susceptibility data, while (R)-3 and (RS)-3 are also

fully high-spin in CD3CN solution over the liquid range of the solvent (Figure 1). Hence, in

contrast to their iron(II) analogues [6], the different diastereomers of 3 have identical spin

state properties.

<Insert Figure 1 here>

Solvated or solvent-free single crystals of all the zinc complexes, (R)-3 and (RS)-4 were

obtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into acetonitrile solutions of each compound.

Crystals of (RS)-1·2.5MeCN adopt the monoclinic space group Pc, with four unique complex

molecules in their asymmetric unit. These crystals suffered consistently from mild non-

merohedral twinning, but a twin law was elucidated which allowed the structure to be fully

refined [19]. The unit cell of (R)-2·½MeCN (orthorhombic, P212121) contains two

independent molecules of the complex, while the other structures are all more

crystallographically routine. Bond lengths and angles within the metal coordination spheres

are tabulated in the Supporting Information, and resemble those of other [Zn(PyBox)2]2+ [12,

20] and [Co(PyBox)2]2+ [10, 11] derivatives. Metric parameters from the cobalt complexes

are consistent with a high-spin state, as predicted from the magnetic data (Figure 1). This is

ﾏﾗゲデ W┗ｷSWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW Cﾗ函Nべヮ┞ヴｷS┞ﾉぺ HﾗﾐS ﾉWﾐｪデｴゲが ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ﾉﾉ ﾉｷW HWデ┘WWﾐ ヲくヰヶどヲくヰΓ Åく A ﾉﾗ┘ど
ゲヮｷﾐ IﾗH;ﾉデふIIぶ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ ┘ｷデｴ デｴｷゲ ﾉｷｪ;ﾐS ｪWﾗﾏWデヴ┞ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS W┝ｴｷHｷデ Cﾗ函Nべヮ┞ヴｷS┞ﾉぺ Э ヱくΒどヱくΓÅ
[21].

The geometric distortions caused by intramolecular steric clashes between ligand

substituents can be quantified by two parameters: the transどNふヮ┞ヴｷS┞ﾉぶ函M函Nふヮ┞ヴｷS┞ﾉぶ ;ﾐｪﾉW 
(ー); and the dihedral angle between the least squares planes of the heterocyclic cores of the
two ligands (．) [22]. These respectively take values of 180 and 90° in the idealised D2d

symmetry for this type of complex (ignoring the PyBox Ph or iPr substituents) but can be

significantly reduced in practise, particularly in high-spin complexes [23]. These distortions

predominantly reflect the relative dispositions of the two tridentate ligands around the

ﾏWデ;ﾉ ｷﾗﾐが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデ ;ゲ┞ﾏﾏWデヴ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏWデ;ﾉ函ﾉｷｪ;ﾐS HﾗﾐS ﾉWﾐｪデｴゲ ﾗヴ ﾉｷｪ;ﾐS HｷデW 
angles. In the iron compounds in our original study, the steric crowding about the metal ions
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was most evident in ．, which was close to its ideal value in the heterochiral complexes but

consistently reduced in the more congested homochiral congeners (Table 2) [6]. While (R)-2,

(RS)-2 and (RS)-4 exhibit the same crystallographic trend, the LPh complexes 1 and 3 are less

clear-cut, particularly when literature data are also considered (Table 1). However, we can

conclude the coordination geometry of [M(LiPr)2]2+ (M = Fe, Zn) is more affected by the

homochiral or heterochiral nature of the coordinated ligands, than the corresponding

[M(LPh)2]2+ derivatives (Figures 2 and 3).

<Insert Figures 2 and 3 and Table 2 here>

Pairs of phenyl substituents in (R)-1 and (R)-3·3MeCN are in close contact with each other,

in opposite quadrants of the complex molecule. This has the effect of twisting one phenyl

ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ ｷﾐ W;Iｴ ヮ;ｷヴが ゲﾗ デｴ;デ ﾗﾐW ﾗa ｷデゲ C函H ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲ ヮヴﾗﾃWIデゲ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW a;IW ﾗa デｴW ヮ┞ヴｷS┞ﾉ ヴｷﾐｪ ﾗa 
the other ligand in the molecule. The other phenyl ring in each pair is almost coparallel with

its pyridyl ring neighbour, yielding an offset � interaction. In (R)-3·3MeCN, both stacked

and both twisted phenyl rings belong to the same LPh ligand, giving the molecule

approximate C2 symmetry. This is the conformation found in other crystalline (R)-[M(LPh)2]2+

(M = Fe, Co, Cu, Zn) salts [6, 10-13]. However, in (R)-1 each LPh ligand has one stacked and

one twisted phenyl group, reducing the approximate molecular symmetry to C1 (Figure 2).

These different substituent conformations imply the phenyl ring orientations exchange in

solution, which also explains why all four phenyl rings in (R)-1 and (R)-3 are chemically

equivalent by NMR (see below). The phenyl rings in (RS)-1 each occupy a different molecular

quadrant and are well separated from each other, leading each of them to adopt a �
stacked conformation with its co-ligand pyridyl group (Figure 2) [6, 12].

The isopropyl substituents in (R)-2·½MeCN are oriented to avoid any close steric contact

between them, which however leads all four isoヮヴﾗヮ┞ﾉ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲ デﾗ aﾗヴﾏ IﾉﾗゲW C函Hくくく contacts

with a co-ligand pyridyl or oxazolinyl group. Since these steric repulsions act in two opposite

quadrants of the molecule, that accounts for the large ． distortion observed in that

structure. In (RS)-2 the isopropyl groups have more rotational freedom to minimise their

steric impact, and are disposed to exert opposing steric influences on their co-ligands.

Hence, ． in this isomer is close to its 90° ideal value (Table 1). The same structural trends

occur in the corresponding disastereomers of [Fe(LiPr)2]2+ [6].

Previous 1H NMR studies have shown that (RS)-[M(LPh)2]2+ (M = Fe, Co or Zn) are stable in

solution, and don�t undergo racemisation by ligand redistribution [6, 10, 12]. This was also

confirmed in the gas phase, by mass spectrometry [9]. Comparison of the 1H NMR spectra of

(RS)-1 and (RS)-3 with their homochiral congeners confirms that conclusion (Figure 4 and

Supporting Information)Figure . There is no evidence for partial decoordination of LPh in the

spectra of the zinc complexes, as was observed for the triflate salt of (R)-1 under some

conditions [12]. That may reflect the lower nucleophilicity of the BF4函 ion compared to

CF3SO3
函 [24]. Conversely, 1H NMR spectra of pre-formed (RS)-2 and (RS)-4 do contain clearly

resolved peaks from their homochiral isomers, indicating partial racemisation of those

heterochiral complexes (Figure 5 and Supporting Information). The homochiral:heterochiral

ratio in these solutions is almost invariant over a 24 hr period, at 1:4 for (RS)-2 (which is

similar to (RS)-[Fe(LiPr)2]2+ [6]), and 1:12 for (RS)-4. These are lower than the statistical ratio
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of 1:1, implying that the reduced steric crowding in the heterochiral isomer does make

some contribution to its stability.

<Insert Figures 4 and 5 here>

The solution structures of the diastereomers of 1 were also probed with NOESY spectra. The

main difference between the two isomers is that themeta phenyl H3/5protons exhibit

strong NOEs with only one of the diastereotopic oxazolyl H5 environments in (R)-1, but show

NOEs with both these H atoms in (RS)-1. That is consistent with the crystallographic

structures of those compounds, where the samemeta proton in each phenyl ring of (RS)-1

lies close to the oxazolyl endo-H5 proton in the same ligand, and to the exo-H5 proton in the

co-ligand (Figure 2). In contrast, the phenyl rings in (R)-1 each lie close to the oxazolyl endo-

H5 environment in both ligands, so only one NOE is observed in that isomer. A similar

analysis was also attempted for 2, but NOEs to the overlapping oxazolyl H5 proton

environments in (RS)-2 could not be distinguished in that isomer. Interestingly the phenyl

rings in each isomer of 1 and 3 are all C2-symmetric by NMR, which is inconsistent with the

crystallographic LPh ligand environments and implies rapid rotation of the phenyl rings. The

isopropyl groups in 2 and 4 are diastereotopic by NMR, as expected, but this gives no

information about their conformational flexibility.

4. Conclusion

Our recent study of the diastereomers of [Fe(LPh)2]2+ and [Fe(LiPr)2]2+ [6] has been extended

to the corresponding cobalt(II) and zinc(II) complexes. Our results confirm that (RS)-

[M(LPh)2]2+ (M = Fe [6], Co [10] and Zn [12]) does not racemise through ligand redistribution

reactions in solution, but that (RS)-[M(LiPr)2]2+ does partially racemise. Since (RS)-[Co(LMe)2]2+

and (RS)-[Co(LBn)2]2+ also undergo racemisation in solution [10], it appears the stability of

(RS)-[M(LPh)2]2+ does not reflect the steric properties of the LPh phenyl substituents, but is a

unique property of the (RS)-[M(LPh)2]2+ centre itself.

The substoichiometric ratio of diastereomers in solutions of (RS)-2 and (RS)-4 implies that

the more distorted molecular structure in (R)-[M(LiPr)2]2+ (M = Fe, Co or Zn) has an influence

on the relative stability of the two isomers. However, the stabilisation of (RS)-[M(LPh)2]2+

over (R)-[M(LPh)2]2+ cannot reflect their coordination geometries, since the larger sterically-

imposed geometry distortion in (R)-[M(LiPr)2]2+ does not prevent racemisation. Rather, the

additional stability of (RS)-[M(LPh)2]2+ could arise from its four intramolecular ...-
interactions, whereby each LPh pyridyl ring is sandwiched between the two phenyl

substituents of the other LPh ligand (Figure 2). These ...-interactions are disrupted in
homochiral (R)-[M(LPh)2]2+ because of steric clashes between phenyl rings, which may

slightly destabilise the homochiral isomer of that complex.
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Table 1. Experimental details for the single crystal structure determinations in this work. All data were collected using Cu-Kü radiation (゜ =
1.5418 Å), unless otherwise stated.

(R)-1 (RS)-1·2.5MeCN (R)-2·0.5MeCN (RS)-2

Formula C46H38B2F8N6O4Zn C51H45B2F8N8.5O4Zn C35H47.5B2F8N6.5O4Zn C34H46B2F8N6O4Zn

Mr 977.81 1312.94 862.28 841.76

Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic orthorhombic monoclinic

Space group P21 Pc P212121 P21/n

a (Å) 11.1726(2) 21.2573(2) 12.6116(1) 9.1655(1)

b (Å) 16.6498(3) 22.4616(2) 15.3947(2) 23.1136(2)

c (Å) 12.4526(3) 20.7784(2) 40.6472(4) 17.7795(1)

 (°)   函 

 (°) ヱヱヱくヶヱヰふヲぶ ΓヱくヴΓヵヶふΓぶ 函 ΓヵくΑヰヴヶふΒぶ 
 (°)   函 

V (Å3) 2153.64(8) 9917.72(17) 7891.73(14) 3747.71(5)

Z 2 8 8 4

T (K) 120(2) 120(2) 120(2) 120(2)

Dcalc (g.cm�3) 1.508 1.432 1.452 1.492

 (mm�1) 1.557 1.417 1.609 1.675

Measured, independent reflections 17464, 8122 97837, 34777 34841, 15076 34739, 7398

Rint 0.029 0.048 0.035 0.029

Observed reflections [I > 2(I)] 7904 31148 14069 6927

Data, restraints, parameters 8122, 109, 604 34777, 58, 2725 15076, 0, 1053 7398, 0, 504

R1(I > 2(I))a, wR2(all data)b 0.033, 0.080 0.091, 0.285 0.037, 0.089 0.029, 0.073

GOF 1.081 1.268 1.028 1.033

min, max (e.Å�3) 0.26, 0.32 0.96, 3.12 0.49, 0.98 0.34, 0.55
Flack parameter 0.022(10) 0.00(5) 0.002(10) 
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Table 1 (continued)
(R)-3·3MeCN (RS)-4·MeCN

Formula C52H47B2CoF8N9O4 C36H49B2CoF8N7O4

Mr 1094.53 876.37

Crystal system monoclinic triclinic

Space group P21 P1

a (Å) 10.8167(1) 11.7604(2)

b (Å) 21.3675(2) 11.8654(2)

c (Å) 11.7629(1) 16.0917(2)

 (°)  76.435(1)

 (°) 112.513(1) 85.973(1)

 (°)  89.895(1)

V (Å3) 2511.54(5) 2177.19(6)

Z 2 2

T (K) 120(2) 100(2)

Dcalc (g.cm�3) 1.447 1.337

 (mm�1) 3.420 0.438c

Measured, independent reflections 19234, 9866 22384, 8537

Rint 0.028 0.042

Observed reflections [I > 2(I)] 9536 7652

Data, restraints, parameters 9866, 1, 688 8537, 44, 547

R1(I > 2(I))a, wR2(all data)b 0.031, 0.077 0.074, 0.227

GOF 1.003 1.061

min, max (e.Å�3) 0.28, 0.62 0.65, 1.08
Flack parameter 0.0208(12) 
aR =  [Fo � Fc] /  Fo bwR = [w(Fo2 � Fc2) / wFo4]1/2 ccollected using synchrotron radiation.
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Table 2. Coordination geometry distortion parameters for the compounds in this work.
Selected literature data are also included for comparison. The iron and cobalt complexes are
high-spin unless otherwise noted.

ー ． Ref
(R)-1 171.21(13) 85.28(3) This work

(RS)-1·2.5MeCNa 171.63(19)�177.1(2) 88.24(7)�89.91(7) This work
(R)-[Zn(LPh)2][Tf]2·CH2Cl2 176.4 86.6 [12]
(RS)-[Zn(LPh)2][Tf]2·2CH2Cl2 180 88.3 [12]

(R)-2·½MeCNb 163.59(12)�171.97(12) 70.30(2)�70.41(2) This work
(RS)-2 162.15(4) 89.39(1) This work

(R)-3·3MeCN 171.36(9) 83.62(2) This work
(R)-[Co(LPh)2][ClO4]2·3MeCN 171.7 84.1 [10]
(R)-[Co(LPh)2][CoCl4]2·2dmf 176.1 89.5 [11]

(RS)-4·MeCN 172.20(10) 89.96(3) This work

(R)-[Fe(LPh)2][ClO4]2·MeCNc,d 177.75(10)�179.51(9) 82.45(2)�86.00(2) [6]
(RS)-[Fe(LPh)2][ClO4]2·3MeCNd 178.18(8) 88.94(2) [6]

(R)-[Fe(LiPr)2][ClO4]2·½MeCNb 165.50(12)�175.44(11) 70.03(3)�70.32(3) [6]
(RS)-[Fe(LiPr)2][ClO4]2 163.62(6) 89.23(1) [6]

aThere are four crystallographically unique cations in this crystal structure. bThere are two

unique cations in this crystal structure. cThere are three unique cations in this crystal

structure. dThis complex is low-spin at the temperature of measurement.
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Scheme 1. The ligands referred to in this work (R = Me, Ph, iPr or Bn).

Figure 1. Solid state magnetic susceptibility data for (R)-3 (black squares), (RS)-3 (red

triangles), (R)-4 (blue triangles) and (RS)-4 (green circles). Inset: solution phase magnetic

data for (R)-3 and (RS)-3 in CD3CN.
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Figure 2. Complex dications in the crystal structures of (R)-1 (left), (RS)-1 (molecule A;

centre) and (R)-3 (right). Only one orientation of the disordered phenyl substituents in (R)-1

is shown. Displacement ellipsoids are at the 50 % probability level, and hydrogen atoms are

omitted for clarity. Colour code: C, grey; Co, pink; N, blue; O, red; Zn, cyan.

Figure 3. Complex dications in the crystal structures of (R)-2 (molecule A; left), (RS)-2

(centre) and (RS)-4 (right). Details as for Figure 2.
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Figure 4. 1H NMR spectra (CD3CN) of (R)-1 (red, top) and (RS)-1 (blue, bottom). There is no
evidence for the homochiral isomer in the spectrum of (RS)-1, which would indicate
racemisation of the complex in solution. 1H NMR spectra of (R)-3 and (RS)-3 are shown in
the Supporting Information.

Figure 5. 1H NMR spectra (CD3CN) of (R)-2 (red, top) and (RS)-2 (blue, bottom), which also
contains a small population of the homochiral isomer. 1H NMR spectra of (R)-4 and (RS)-4
are shown in the Supporting Information.


